
VLA Scienti�c Memo. No. 169Faster Switching at the VLAC.L. Carilli, M.A. Holdaway, and K.P. SowinskiNational Radio Astronomy ObservatorySocorro, NM, 87801May 13, 1996AbstractWe analyze the fast switching phase calibration technique for correcting tropospheric phase variationsat the VLA. We also perform observational tests of fast switching using a new `nodding' mode at theVLA which allows for total cycle times as short as 40 seconds. Our analysis shows that there should beenough calibrators in the sky to capitalize on a 40 sec cycle time at all VLA frequencies. Also, analysisof the expected rms phase errors with a 40 second cycle time imply that it is unnecessary to alter theon-line system further in order to reduce the minimum cycle time to less than 40 seconds.A series of test observations of fast switching phase calibration was performed at 22 GHz and 45GHz. The results are consistent with theoretical predictions, and show that the fast switching techniqueis e�ective at `stopping' tropospheric phase variations at an e�ective baseline of length � vat2 , where va =velocity of troposphere, and t = total cycle time. The residual rms phase noise is independent of baselinelength. For a 40 sec cycle time the saturation value for the rms phase variations will typically be about10o on winter nights, 15o on winter days or summer nights, and 30o on summer days, at 43 GHz.We consider situations in which fast switching phase calibration will be required. We show that,even in good weather conditions, tropospheric `seeing' will limit image resolution to at best 250 mas at45 GHz (� C array resolution), if no tropospheric phase calibration technique is employed. Hence, theprimary driver for implementing fast switching phase calibration at the VLA is to obtain images of faintsources with di�raction limited spatial resolution on arbitrarily long baselines.1



1. IntroductionFast switching involves standard phase calibration using a nearby calibrator source, only at a ratefast enough to `stop' phase variations due to the troposphere. The technique was proposed, and demon-strated, by Holdaway and Owen (1995), Holdaway, Owen, and Rupen (1994), and Holdaway (1992).Holdaway's analysis emphasized using the technique in the context of the MMA, for which troposphericphase variations can lead to very short coherence times.The addition of a 7mm system at the VLA raises the issue of implementing calibration techniquesdesigned to reduce tropospheric phase variations, in particular for the larger arrays. Herein we reproduceHoldaway's fast switching analysis in the context of the VLA at high frequency. We then present recenttest observations using a new `nodding' mode at the VLA. These tests demonstrate the power of thefast switching technique to minimize tropospheric phase variations on arbitrarily long baselines. We thenoutline situations in which the fast switching technique will be required to meet the scienti�c goals.2. The Theory of Phase Variations due to the TropospherePhase variations due to the troposphere are caused predominantly by temporal changes in the watervapor content. The implied changes in index of refraction are non-dispersive, and hence the phase-variations will increase linearly with frequency. For completeness we note that tropospheric opacity atcm wavelengths is mainly due to the dry atmosphere (molecular oxygen), which does not vary substan-tially either on diurnal timescales, while the liquid water content (clouds) contributes opacity (due toscattering), but does not alter phases substantially.Tropospheric phase uctuations can be characterized by a structure function, D(b), where D(b) isthe square of the expected RMS phase variation, �rms(b), on a baseline of length b, when averagedover a su�ciently long time >> baseline crossing time = bwindspeed , or for an ensemble of measurementsat a given time on many baselines of length b. Heretofore we designate �rms(b) as the `root structurefunction'. Kolmogorov turbulence theory (Coulman 1990) predicts a function of the form:�rms(b) = K� bn degrees (1)2



where b is in km, � is in cm, and K is given below. The power-law index n has di�erent values dependingon the nature of the turbulent layer on a given day, and on the baseline length (Holdaway etal 1995).Adopting a simple model of a turbulent boundary layer at a height of 1 km with a width of 1 km, theprediction is: n = 13 for baselines longer than 1 km, and n = 56 for baselines shorter than 1 km. The changein power-law index at 1 km baseline length is due to the �nite width of the turbulent boundary layer.For baselines shorter than the typical boundary layer width the full 3-dimensionality of the turbulenceis involved, while for longer baselines a 2-dimensional (thin-screen) approximation applies. This basicbroken power-law root structure function has been observed with the VLA in a number of instances(Sramek 1990), although power-laws of intermediate indices have also been seen (Holdaway and Owen1995, Holdaway etal. 1995).The constant K corresponds to the normalization value at 1 km, and it varies with the weather. Inthis memo we will adopt the broken power-law function of Sramek (1990), in which he found for typicalconditions on winter nights at the VLA K = 22, while for summer nights and winter days K = 33, andfor summer days K = 58. A sample �rms(b) curve for the VLA is plotted in Figure 1 for a few selectfrequencies.An important point to keep in mind is that while tropospheric phase variations can be quanti�edin terms of a baseline-length dependent structure function, the errors are fundamentally antenna-based,and hence can be corrected by antenna-base calibration schemes, such as self-calibration or fast switchingcalibration. This dual-nature of tropospheric phase variations relates simply to the fact that the excesselectrical pathlength due to the tropospheric water vapor content for two antennas is correlated over sometimescale set by the baseline length, the wind speed, and the phase structure function. For instance, theexcess phase due to large-scale structure in the troposphere will be correlated between two closely spacedantennas, ie. short baselines only `sample' the power in the phase structure function on scales � thebaseline length.A �nal point is that there may be an `outer-scale' beyond which the rms phase uctuations saturate.This outer-scale is set simply by the outer-scale in the tropospheric turbulence, and is hypothesized to be3



around 10 km (Coulman 1990). The existence of such an outer scale remains to be veri�ed observationally(Sramek 1990). 3. Fast SwitchingFast switching entails switching between the target source and a bright calibrator on timescalesshorter than the baseline crossing time for the troposphere. Holdaway (1992) shows that the expectedresidual phase uctuations after fast switching calibration is applied are:�rms = [ D(vat2 + d) ] 12 (2)where va = wind speed, t = total cycle time, and d = the physical distance in the troposphere betweenthe calibrator and source. The baseline-dependent term, D(b), is calibrated-out, and one is left withresidual phase variations as expected for a baseline of e�ective length:beff = d + vat2 (3)Obviously the technique will only be e�ective for timescales much shorter than bva . Moreover, a signi�cantgain is made when beff < 1 km, thereby allowing for corrections to be made on the steep part of thephase structure function (see Figure 1).The technique of tropospheric phase calibration by fast switching was successfully demonstrated ina test observation with the VLA at 22 GHz (Holdaway and Owen 1995). However, the cycle time waslimited by the 20 seconds lost in start-up overhead at the beginning of each VLA scan. Hence, theminimum cycle time was about 80 seconds for the VLA in its standard mode. A new observing mode hasbeen implemented for the VLA, involving `nodding' observations using o�set cards. In this mode thereis no 20sec start-up time, and the cycle time is set simply by the antenna slew rate, the source-calibratordistance, and the desired time on target source and calibrator. This mode allows for cycle times as shortas 40 seconds. This mode is under development, and is currently not available for general use (as of May1996).The �rst question to address when considering implementing fast switching as a standard observingmode at the VLA is: are there enough calibrators in the sky in order to take advantage of a switching4



time as short as 40 seconds? As shown by Holdaway (1992), this question can be addressed by minimizingthe quantity: [d + vat2 ] as a function of calibrator strength, given an estimate of the sky density ofcalibrators as a function of frequency and ux density, and given various system parameters (sensitivity,slew rate...). Holdaway performed this analysis for the MMA. We repeat the analysis for the VLA atvarious frequencies. The basic equation is:d+ vat2 = hsin(el) sin[7:1( �90)�S0:75� ] +X va2 [C2�R2S�2� + 14:2vs ( �90)�S0:75� ] meters (4)where:h = typical height of tropospheric turbulence in meters. We use h = 1000m.� = observed frequency in GHz.� = power-law index for the source population density, �S;�, as given by:�S;� = 7:1( �90)��S� degreeswhere �S;� is the average distance between calibrators with ux density S� (Jy) at frequency � (GHz)(Holdaway, Owen, and Rupen 1994). We assume � = 0.5.el = source elevation. We do all calculations at el = 60oX = tcyctcyc+tsrc , where tcyc = total cycle time, and tsrc = time on target source. We use X = 3, whichimplies 1/3 of total cycle time is spent on the target source.C� = a constant relating to the system sensitivity per baseline. For the VLA the parameter for thedi�erent bands is: C� = 0.053, 0.16, 0.26, 0.43, for X, U, K, and Q bands, respectively.R = required signal-to-noise per baseline. The expected phase errors for antenna-based calibration arethen: 0:7 radR(Nant�3)0:5 , where Nant is the number of antennas. We use R = 2.vs = slew rate. The slew rate of the VLA is 0.66o/sec in elevation and 0.33o/sec in azimuth, although inpractice these slew rates are only reached for moves larger than 2o. We adopted a value of 0.5o/sec.S� = the calibrator ux density in Jy.va = tropospheric velocity. We use va = 15 m/sec. 5



The �rst term in equation 4 is the `d' term. The second term is dictated by the array sensitivity,and the third term relates to the slew distance. Note that there is no set-up time term for the VLA whenusing the nodding mode, hence the lack of a forth (constant) term in equation 4 as was required for theMMA analysis.Curves for [d + vat2 ] at di�erent VLA frequencies are shown in Figure 2. Values for minimum cycletimes, optimum calibrator ux densities, and implied slew distances are given in Table 1. In practicefor the VLA at high frequency the `d' term is typically an order of magnitude less than the vat2 term.The conclusion from Figure 2, or Table 1, is clear: There should be enough calibrators in the skyto capitalize on a 40 sec cycle time at all VLA frequencies. Of course, this is a statisticalstatement, and does not reect the incompleteness in the current VLA calibrator lists.A 40 sec cycle time implies an e�ective baseline of length � 300m � vat2 . For longer spacings thetropospheric phase uctuations are essentially stopped by fast switching. From Figure 1 one can see thatthe implied `saturation value' for the rms phases even under moderate conditions (winter days, summernights) is no worse than 15o at the highest VLA frequency. The expected image dynamic range undersuch conditions, and using 13 antennas, is 50. Hence, a second important conclusion is: Analysis ofexpected rms phase errors with a 40 second cycle time imply that it is unnecessary toalter the on-line system further in order to reduce the minimum cycle time to less than 40seconds.A �nal point to keep in mind is that self-calibration can be performed with a 40 second averagingtime on sources stronger than about 100 mJy at 43 GHz. Fast switching is not required in these cases.4. Tests of Fast Switching at the VLAA test of fast switching was performed at the VLA the night of March 4, 1996. The VLA was in Ccon�guration and tests were performed at both 22 GHz and 43 GHz. The sources observed were four VLAcalibrators all situated within 4o of each other. All the sources are stronger than 2 Jy at the observedfrequencies. The source 3C345 (1641+399) was chosen as the `calibrator', and nodding observations weremade of the three `target' sources, situated at distances of 0.4o (1638+398), 2.2o (1633+382), and 3.7o6



(1624+416) from 3C345. A total of about 20 minutes was spent observing each calibrator-target sourcepair, at each frequency. O�set pointing corrections were measured at 8 GHz on 3C345, and applied atall frequencies.The observations employed a total cycle time of 40 sec, split evenly between the calibrator and thetarget source, including slew time. We used an integration time of 1.6 sec. The resulting number of validrecords on-source for the three target sources above were: 8, 6, and 3, respectively, out of a maximum of12 records in 20 secs.The nodding data are stored as a series of 20sec scans in the exact same way as would be expectedif source cards were employed. The source names default to the source positions. Hence, the data can becalibrated within AIPS in exactly the same way as for the normal VLA set-up. Antenna-based amplitudeand phase solutions were generated for each 20 second scan on the calibrator. These solutions were thenaveraged over di�erent time-scales, and applied to the target sources, to test the behavior of fast switchingvs. switching time. (Note: short time-averaging applies only to the phase solutions. Amplitude solutionswere averaged over a long time scale in all cases).In order to calculate the root phase structure function, the single source calibrated data were writtento a disk-FITS �le, and further processing was performed using the SDE software package. The programPHRMS in SDE calculates the root phase structure function by computing the rms phase variation ona given baseline over the observation period. (Note: a negligible error is introduced by the fact that thebaseline length may change over the observation period). These values can then be binned in baseline-length to improve SNR.The results for the root phase structure function without any baseline-binning are shown in Figure3 for 22 GHz data on the closest of the target sources. Figure 3A shows the results for an averagingtime of 1200 secs � 4 � the array crossing time for the troposphere. Figure 3B shows the results forthe fast switching averaging time of 40 seconds. The long-averaging time data reveals the nominal rootphase structure function for the troposphere that night. One can see that even without fast switching,the phase stability was very good during these observations, with a maximum RMS value of about 20o7



on a 3 km baseline. This structure function is also shallower than is normal for the VLA, with a slope of0.45 for baselines shorter than 1km, and 0.25 for baselines longer than 1 km.Still, the e�ectiveness of the fast switching technique can be seen in Figure 3B, where the rms phasevariations `saturate' at a value of about 8o at around 300m baseline, and remain constant to the longestbaselines. This e�ect is better demonstrated in Figure 4, which shows the rms phase variations afterbinning in baseline length. The top panel is for a 1200 sec averaging time, the middle panel is for a 120sec averaging time, and the bottom panel is for a 40 sec averaging time. Again, the 1200 sec cycle timeshows the nominal structure function for that night. When using shorter averaging times the rms phasefollows the nominal root structure functions for baselines shorter than: d + vat2 , beyond which the rmsvalues are no longer baseline-dependent. Overall, we conclude that: The fast switching technique ise�ective at `stopping' tropospheric phase variations at an e�ective baseline of length � vat2 ,and the residual rms phase noise beyond beff is independent of baseline length.Indeed, one can calculate the velocity of the troposphere from the baseline length at which the rmsphase variations saturate for a given cycle time. We obtain: va = 16� 4 m/sec. These tests verifythe results of Holdaway and Owen (1995), thereby demonstrating the e�ectiveness of tropospheric phasecalibration via fast switching at the VLA.The results for the 2.2o distance target source are shown in Figure 5. These results are essentiallythe same as for the closer calibrator. We do not display results for the 3.7o source, due to the paucity ofdata for this source. The results at 43 GHz are displayed in Figure 6. Again, the technique is e�ective,although the lack of baselines longer than 1 km at 43 GHz in this array does not allow us to sample the`break' in the structure function.The �nal point to consider is the e�ect of the fast switching technique in the image-plane. Unfor-tunately, the phase stability for these test observations was very good, hence the improvement in theimage-plane will not be as dramatic as it may be under worse conditions. Still, the e�ect can be seen onthe images in Figure 7. Figure 7A shows a uniformly weighted image made from data with a calibrationcycle time of 5 minutes { typical for most high frequency observations at the VLA. Figure 7B shows an8



image made from data with 40 sec averaging. The image �delity, as measured by the ratio of the peaksurface brightness relative to peak sidelobe, goes from 83 for the 300 sec image, to 99 for the 40 sec image.A similar improvement is seen for natural weighting.5. When is Fast Switching Required?There are two areas in which tropospheric phase calibration through fast switching may be important.The �rst is the dynamic range limitation set by phase errors. The nominal limit is: DNR � Nant�rms , whereNant = number of antennas, and �rms = rms phase in radians. For example, under moderate conditionsat 43 GHZ for the VLA, equation (1) leads to: DNR = 80t0:33cyc , for baselines longer than 1 km. Even forfairly long averaging times the expected DNR limit is not severe, DNR � 12 with tcyc = 300 seconds.Hence, for simple detection experiments in most arrays under moderate to good weather conditions, theloss in SNR due to time spent switching between source and calibrator out-weighs the gain in DNR dueto lower phase errors.The driver behind implementation of fast switching at the VLA is: To obtain images of faintsources with di�raction limited resolution on arbitrarily long baselines. Narayan etal. (1990) discussthe impact of atmospheric phase variations on image quality and resolution. An order-of-magnitudeestimate of the size of the `seeing-disk' is set by:�s = �ro ; (5)where � = observing wavelength, and ro = the transverse scale over which the rms phase di�erenceis of order a radian. This size corresponds roughly to the expected FWHM of the image size due totropospheric phase uctuations for an image made from data covering a time period much longer thanthe array crossing time of the troposphere (ie. data sampling many realizations of the phase screen). Ofcourse, the detailed shape of the seeing disk depends on the phase structure function. Using equation (1)leads to: �s = 1� 10�5K3�2 arcsec (6)In Table 2 the value of ro is listed for the di�erent weather conditions at the VLA, with the corresponding9



values of �s. The implication is clear: even under the best weather conditions, the expected resolutionof the VLA will be limited to 250 mas (� C array resolution) by tropospheric `seeing' at 43 GHz. Toavoid this limit, either self-calibration must be employed on short times scales, or some technique, such asfast switching, must be employed to calibrate-out the tropospheric phase variations. Again, the practicallower limit for self-calibration using a 40 sec averaging time is about 100 mJy at 43 GHz at the VLA.For weaker sources, fast switching is the only alternative currently available.6. Other Limitations at the VLAThere are two other factors in the current VLA on-line system which limit the use of the noddingmode of observation. The �rst is the maximum data rate. Using a 1.6 second averaging time and 13antennas allows for a maximum of 128 channels with one polarization. The second is that the observingmode cannot be changed between the target source and calibrator. Hence, if the target source is beingobserved with a narrow bandwidth in spectral line mode, the calibrator must use the same bandwidthand same line mode. The decreased sensitivity with a narrow bandwidth may require longer integrationtimes on the calibrator.
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FIGURE CAPTIONSFigure 1: The root phase structure function, �(b), for the VLA at various frequencies in weatherconditions corresponding to typical winter days or summer nights (Sramek 1990).Figure 2: Plots of the quantity [d + vat2 ] versus calibrator ux density for various frequencies at theVLA.Figure 3: The observed root phase structure function, �(b), for the VLA at 22 GHz in C array fromobservations the night of March 4, 1996. Figure 3A shows the data using a calibration cycle time of 1200sec � 4 � nominal array crossing time for the troposphere. Figure 3B shows the data using a 40 sec cycletime. The calibrator-source distance was 0.4o, and no baseline-binning was employed.Figure 4: The observed root phase structure function, �(b), for the VLA at 22 GHz in C array fromobservations the night of March 4, 1996. In this case, baseline-binning was employed, with a bin-widthof 30m. Figure 4A shows the data using a calibration cycle time of 1200 sec. Figure 4B shows the datausing a 120 sec cycle time, and Figure 4C shows the data with a 40 sec cycle time. The calibrator-sourcedistance was 0.4o.Figure 5: Same as Figures 4A and 4C, but for a source-calibrator distance of 2.2o.Figure 6: Same as Figures 4A and 4C, but at 43 GHz.Figure 7: Images of 1638+398. Figure 7A was made from data using a calibration cycle time of 300 sec.Figure 7B was made from data using a calibration cycle time of 40 sec.
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